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ABSTRACT: A fully automatic millifluidic sensing platform coupling in-line
nonsupported microelectromembrane extraction (μ-EME) with electrochemical
detection (ECD) is herein proposed for the first time. Exploiting the features of the
second generation of flow analysis, termed sequential injection (SI), the smart
integration of SI and μ-EME−ECD enables (i) the repeatable formation of
microvolumes of phases for the extraction step in a membrane-less (nonsupported)
arrangement, (ii) diverting the acceptor plug to the ECD sensing device, (iii) in-line
pH adjustment before the detection step, and (iv) washing of the platform for
efficient removal of remnants of wetting film solvent, all entirely unsupervised. The
real-life applicability of the miniaturized sensing system is studied for in-line sample
cleanup and ECD of diclofenac as a model analyte after μ-EME of urine as a
complex biological sample. A comprehensive study of the merits and the limitations
of μ-EME solvents on ECD is presented. Under the optimal experimental
conditions using 14 μL of unprocessed urine as the donor, 14 μL of 1-nonanol as
the organic phase, and 14 μL of 25 mM NaOH as the acceptor in a 2.4 mm ID PTFE tubing, an extraction voltage of 250 V, and an
extraction time of 10 min, an absolute (mass) extraction recovery of 48% of diclofenac in urine is obtained. The proposed flow-
through system is proven to efficiently remove the interfering effect of predominantly occurring organic species in human urine on
ECD with RSD% less than 8.6%.
KEYWORDS: electrochemical sensing, nonsupported electrically driven extraction, diclofenac, automation, sequential injection analysis

A broad range of liquid-phase and sorptive (micro)-
extraction approaches encompassing solid phase extrac-

tion (SPE), solid phase microextraction (SPME), and liquid−
liquid extraction (LLE) has been developed over the last few
decades and successfully applied to the cleanup and
preconcentration of a plethora of analyte classes.1 Notwith-
standing the acceptance of the above sample preparation
methods in routine analysis and research settings, practitioners
still need to cope with the (i) long synthesis protocols of
customized sorbents in SPE, (ii) high expenses of commercial
microfibers in SPME, and (iii) elevated consumption and
waste generation of organic solvents in LLE methods.2 To
mitigate the lack of green credentials of LLE, dispersive liquid-
phase microextraction (DLPME) and supported liquid
membrane (SLM)-based LPME methods, such as hollow
fiber LPME (HF-LPME) and electromembrane extraction
(EME), have been developed as viable alternatives for the
extraction of analytes of a broad range of polarity in
troublesome biological and environmental samples.3−7 EME
is a variant of HF-LPME in which charged analytes are
extracted from sample solutions based on their electrically
driven migration through the SLM into an acceptor solution.

Due to the application of a given voltage as a driving force,
EME can generally provide higher enrichment factors in
shorter extraction times as compared with conventional HF-
LPME of neutral species.5,8,9

To address the main challenges for automation of SLM-
based methods, such as (i) the limited reusability of SLMs for
repetitive experiments,10,11 (ii) the frequent leakage of solvents
from SLMs,12 and (iii) the need for manual impregnation of
the SLMs,13−15 flow injection methods and variants thereof
(e.g., sequential injection analysis (SI)) have been assembled
for handling the solutions unattended16−18 including the
regeneration of the SLM or the usage of a new plug of organic
membrane in every single run.19,20 However, coupling with
bulk instrumentation, such as chromatographic equipment,
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which does not enable decentralized assays, is often
reported.19,20 To tackle this limitation, electrochemical
detection (ECD) can be seen as a fast, flexible, and sensitive
sensing alternative for portable setups. Because of the similar
redox potentials of electroactive organic compounds, samples
with complicated matrices can however have deleterious effects
on the electrochemical readouts. To this end, several off-line
LPME approaches, e.g., DLPME,21−23 HF-LPME,24−26 and
EME,27−30 have been combined with ECD, including smart
designs for in situ microextraction and detection of various
analytes.26,29−31 On the other hand, there has been no attempt
at automation in terms of sample handling based on LPME in
combination with ECD, only a membrane-based platform
exploiting centrifugal microfluidics.32 Further, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no report in the literature leveraging
EME as a “front end” to ECD. The lack of LPME/EME-ECD
couplings using flow systems is probably a consequence of the
susceptibility of the electrochemical signals to deteriorate in
the presence of even trace amounts of organic solvents used as
liquid membranes or cleaning organic agents for removal of
solvent remnants (e.g., wetting films on the polytetrafluoro-
ethylene (PTFE) walls).
In this work, an automatic flow system based on the

coupling of SI and nonsupported μ-EME (downscaled version
of EME that copes with green chemical principles and is
amenable to automation) with electrochemical detection
(SI−μ-EME−ECD) is proposed for the first time. Non-
supported μ-EME (also called μ-EME through free liquid
membrane) consists of a plug of an organic solvent, which is
inserted between a plug of donor and acceptor solution with
no need for permeable membranes.33,34 The analytical

millifluidic platform capitalizes upon programmable flow
using a user-friendly software for (i) in-line unattended
handling of the overall solvent/sample plugs in the μ-EME
unit and formation of the three phases reliably, (ii) retrieval
and analyzing of the analyte-containing acceptor phase, and
(iii) automatic manipulation of the buffer solution for in situ
pH adjustment in the ECD cell prior to sensing. The SI−μ-
EME−ECD hyphenation was applied to the determination of
diclofenac as a model analyte in urine samples on the basis of
which the key parameters of the μ-EME approach influencing
the SI network and the ECD performance were studied in
detail.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents, Standard Solutions, and Real Samples. The

information about this part is provided in the Supporting Information.
Flow Setup for Automatic μ-EME and ECD. A diagrammatic

description of the flow manifold incorporating μ-EME and flow-
through ECD is shown in Figure 1 and the close-up of the assembled
SI−μ-EME−ECD system is provided in Figure S1. The millifluidic SI-
based device (microSIA, FIAlab Instruments, Seattle, WA, USA) is
composed of a 10-port multi-position selection valve (MPV) and a 30
mm-stroke bidirectional microsyringe pump (SP) with a 24 V output
for peripheral device connection, in our case, a three-way solenoid
valve (SV, Valcor Scientific, Springfield, NJ, USA). A three-port (In,
Up, and Out) head valve (HV) enabled SP to aspirate the carrier
solution (Milli-Q, In position) and air (Up position) and to
communicate with the flow manifold via a 19 cm-long holding coil
(HC, 1.0 mm ID, 1.6 mm OD PTFE tubing, Idex Health and Science
LLC, Oak Harbor, WA, USA, connected to the Out position). A 250
μL-borosilicate glass syringe (Cavro Scientific Instruments, San Jose,
CA, USA) was used for automatic aspiration and pumping of the
overall solutions and air. Computer-controlled and programmable

Figure 1. Diagrammatic description of the SI − μ-EME − ECD hyphenation. SP, syringe pump; MPV, multiposition valve; HV, head valve; HC,
holding coil; CC, central channel; μ-EME, microelectromembrane extraction; DC, direct current power supply; SPCE, screen printed carbon
electrode; SV, solenoid valve.
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aspiration of the samples/standards, acceptor phase, cleaning solvent,
and renewable organic phase was carried out using external ports (1−
10, see Figure 1) through the MPV central channel (CC) into HC. A
2 cm-long PTFE tubing (2.4 mm ID, 3.2 mm OD, Idex Health and
Science LLC, port #2), employed for in-line μ-EME experiments, was
connected to the MPV (port #2) by a 2 cm transfer line (1.6 mm ID,
2.4 mm OD PTFE tubing, Idex Health and Science LLC). To connect
the μ-EME unit to the SV, a 0.5 cm of 1.6 mm ID PTFE tubing (2.4
mm OD PTFE, Idex Health and Science LLC) was first inserted into
the μ-EME tubing. The other end of the 1.6 mm ID tubing
communicated to the SV via a 2.8 cm transfer line (0.76 mm ID, 1.6
mm OD PTFE tubing, Idex Health and Science LLC). Position 1
(On) of the SV was connected to a Y-shaped connector, which served
for directing a given volume of acceptor phase and the acetate buffer
stream (port #1) toward the ECD. The output of the Y-shaped
connector was connected to the electrochemical flow cell (Metrohm
DropSens, Oviedo, Spain) by a 3 cm PTFE transfer line (1.6 mm ID,
2.4 mm OD PTFE tubing, Idex Health and Science LLC). The
electrochemical flow cell is composed of an inlet channel with a length
of 1.5 cm and an ID of 1.5 mm and a parallel outlet channel with a
length of 1.0 cm and an ID of 1.5 mm.
The open-source software Cocosoft (version CS71) was used to

unite all parts of the flow system including SP, MPV, and SV as well as
to control the μ-EME power supply (DC) and the electrochemical
software (PStrace).35

Electrochemical Detection. A USB potentiostat/galvanostat
(EmStat3+, PalmSens, Houten, The Netherlands) with the associated
PStrace 5.9 software (PalmSens) was used for all electrochemical
measurements and data processing. Screen-printed carbon sensors/
electrodes (I-SC code) were also purchased from PalmSens. Each
sensor consisted of a working and a counter electrode, both made of
carbon, and a pseudo-reference electrode based on silver. A 2 mm
banana (PalmSens) was used for connection of the screen-printed
carbon electrodes (SPCE) to the potentiostat/galvanostat. A
methacrylate-based commercial electrochemical flow-through cell
(Metrohm DropSens) for screen-printed electrodes was used for
electrochemical sensing. As can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure S1, a
round flexible black rubber washer (ID of 7 mm and OD of 10 mm,
3G Hidraulica, Palma, Spain) was placed onto the SPCE for confining
the three electrodes, which were sandwiched between the washer and
the bottom part of the flow cell. The lag screws were tightened to an
extent that ensures a total volume of 18 μL in the electrochemical
flow cell (the thickness of the washer was set to 0.64 mm (distance
between the electrode and the upper part of the methacrylate cell)
and the inner diameter to ca. 6 mm after screwing). In order to
replace the spent electrodes with fresh electrodes, the electrochemical
flow cell was unscrewed and the same procedure was followed.
Voltammetric sensing was performed using 18 μL of the final solution
containing ca. 9 μL of acceptor phase and ca. 9 μL of the acetic acid/
acetate buffer at pH 3.75. Experimental conditions for the differential
pulse voltammetry (DPV) were as follows: voltage range of 0−1 V,
scan rate of 100 mV s−1, step potential of 10 mV, pulse amplitude of
50 mV, pulse time of 10 ms with −0.25 V and 60 s as the
accumulation potential and time, respectively (see voltammogram
example in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).36 DPV curves
were baseline normalized by the PStrace software for the sake of
quantitative data processing. Normalized curves were obtained by the
ratio of the voltammogram currents to the estimated baseline currents
at each voltage. In-line washing with the acetic acid/acetate buffer at
pH 3.75 (95 μL) was used for electrode conditioning and
regeneration.
In-Line μ-EME. Automatic nonsupported μ-EMEs were performed

in chemically inert PTFE tubing (2.4 mm ID and 3.2 mm OD). Two
5 mm long and 500 μm-thick tubular platinum wires (99.95%, Advent
RM, Oxford, UK) acted as μ-EME electrodes. These electrodes were
fixed as follows: First, a hypodermic needle (0.45 mm OD, Braun,
Melsungen, Germany) was used to pierce two holes at a distance of 7
mm from each other on the top of the PTFE tubing (protruded by ca.
200 μm into the tubing), and then electrodes were inserted and fixed
using a drop of a photopolymerizable resin followed by UV

polymerization (Figure 1 and Figure S1) (clear resin, Form 3,
Formlabs, Sommerville, MA, USA).
The aqueous donor, organic phase, and aqueous acceptor solutions

were automatically provided by the SI system so that the anode and
the cathode were in all instances in contact with the acceptor and the
donor solutions, respectively. The programmable voltage for μ-EME
within the range of 0−300 V was provided by a DC power supply, ES
0300−0.45 (Delta Elektronika, Zierikzee, The Netherlands) that
incorporated a printed circuit board (version P148) for RS232
communication. Electric currents in the time course of the μ-EME
were monitored using a UT70B (Uni-Trend Technology Ltd.,
Dongguan, China) digital multimeter.
Analytical Operational Procedure for μ-EME-ECD. The

hyphenated analytical method capitalizing on programmable SI
involves the following steps, and the detailed sequence is provided
in Table S1 in the Supporting Information:

(i) Automatic formation of the three μ-EME phases: A flow of air
(2 × 250 μL) from MPV (port #9 at 600 μL min−1) was used
to empty the μ-EME PTFE tubing and the transfer line toward
the detection system. Then, a step-by-step methodology was
implemented to introduce the three μ-EME phases into the μ-
EME tubing. First, SP and MPV were programmed to aspirate
consecutively 40 μL of air (port #9) and 14 μL of acceptor
solution (port #6) into the HC at 500 μL min−1 (HV was set
to Out). To avoid mixing of the next aspirated solutions into
the HC with the carrier, the air segment remained in the HC,
while the acceptor phase was dispensed at 300 μL min−1 into
the μ-EME tubing (port #2). An identical protocol was
performed for the organic phase (14 μL, port #5, 30 μL min−1)
and the urine sample (14 μL, port #7, 30 μL min−1). As the
organic solvent could be easily scattered onto the wall of tubes
at high flow rates with the consequent unwanted formation of
an organic wetting film, handling the organic phase was always
carried out at a flow rate of 30 μL min−1 in all steps. Needless
to say, this was also applied to all solutions handled across port
#2 including donor solution, air, ethanol (washing solution),
and carrier in the μ-EME step. After the urine segment was
dispensed into the μ-EME tubing, 60 μL of 25 mM NaOH
(port #8, at 500 μL min−1) and 250 μL of Milli-Q water (1500
μL min−1, aspirated from In position) were consecutively
aspirated and dispensed to waste (port #10) to assure removal
of the urine leftovers from HC.

(ii) Execution of μ-EME: A sequential protocol is programmed for
the aspiration and dispensing into the μ-EME tubing of 35 μL
of air (port #9, 30 μL min−1), and 50 μL of ethanol (port #3,
30 μL min−1) so that the three μ-EME plugs are followed by a
segment of washing solvent separated by an air plug. Then, all
segments were dispensed toward the electrodes, and the flow
was stopped whenever the organic phase was placed in
between the cathode and the anode, whereupon the DC was
automatically activated at 250 V for 10 min.

(iii) In-line injection of the acceptor solution into the electro-
chemical flow cell and detection: After μ-EME, the DC was
automatically switched off, and the SP was programmed to
dispense all the plugs forward toward the sensing system via
the SV aiming at isolating ca. 9 μL of the analyte-containing
acceptor phase while flushing the rest of the acceptor phase,
the organic phase, and the donor phase to the waste by the
ensuing air and ethanol plugs. It is necessary to explain here
that the incorporation of SV was essential for the efficient
retrieval of the acceptor phase and removal of the other two
phases, especially the organic solvent, otherwise, passing the
organic phase through the electrochemical flow cell would
compromise the reusability of the electrodes. After bringing the
unwanted solutions to waste, the acceptor plug is moved to the
electrochemical flow cell by air at a flow rate of 250 μL min−1.
In the electrochemical flow cell, the alkaline acceptor phase is
mixed with the pre-existing buffer solution introduced after
each complete washing of the electrochemical flow cell
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described in the following: first, 100 μL of 25 mM NaOH and
then 500 μL of water are passed through the electrochemical
flow cell to eliminate the potential remnants of acceptor phase
from the previous run, followed by their flush to waste with
500 μL of air. Afterward, 95 μL of a buffer is passed through
the electrochemical cell and then flushed out by air (240 μL).
The remaining ca. 9 μL buffer in the electrochemical flow cell
after air flush is used for pH adjustment (the final pH is ∼4).

(iv) To fully synchronize the automatic flow-through μ-EME and
ECD, at the time that the retrieved acceptor solution arrives at
the electrochemical cell, the Cocosoft software can activate the
PStrace software exploiting the so-called Click () function35 so
that the DPV signals are recorded and autosaved in the
computer. The main advantage of this synchronization
protocol is that both instruments operate simultaneously
with their own software, and thus the sample throughput can
be maximized.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sample Cleanup. To evaluate the relevance of implement-

ing a urine cleanup step prior to the ECD, the readouts of
direct sensing of unprocessed urine (blank) and urine
containing 2.5 mg L−1 diclofenac were compared with those
obtained through SI−μ-EME−ECD. As can be seen in Figure
2A-a,B-a, high amounts of organic species in urine such as
ascorbic acid, dopamine, and uric acid covered a wide range of
the electrochemical window in ECD and the signal of
diclofenac was not quantifiable (Figure 2B-a).37,38 However,
after μ-EME, the diclofenac peak appears clearly at ∼0.7 V
without being influenced by neighboring signals (Figure 2B-b).
Figure 2C illustrates a magnified view of the baseline
normalized signal of diclofenac as obtained by direct sensing
of urine against that after μ-EME. Cleanup of urine interfering
electroactive compounds with an electrochemical potential
similar to that of diclofenac enables a reliable ECD of
diclofenac in urine. Except for a very few reports in the
literature,32 cleanup methods have not been investigated in the
couplings between microextraction studies and ECD. Rather,
large dilution factors before or after LPME have been applied
before analyzing real samples by ECD to mitigate matrix
effects,31 which is contradictory to the main purpose of sample
preparation using (micro)extraction systems. A comparative
study was also carried out herein to evaluate the cleanup
efficiency of the SI-μ-EME method. To this end, a blank urine
sample and a saline solution containing 100 mM NaCl to
mimic the ionic strength of human urine samples20 were both

subjected to the SI-μ-EME process, and the obtained acceptor
phases were then spiked with 10 mg L−1 of diclofenac prior to
electrochemical sensing. The average DPV peak currents were
7.19 and 7.25 μA for urine and saline solutions, respectively.
Therefore, there was almost no difference between peak
currents, which suggests a satisfactory cleanup efficiency in
urine by the proposed automatic fluidic method.
Study of Solvent Effect on μ-EME Efficiency and ECD.

In order to investigate the effect of different organic solvents
on the extraction efficiency of μ-EME of diclofenac, 1-octanol,
1-nonanol, and 1-decanol were assessed using unprocessed
urine containing 10 mg L−1 diclofenac as the donor sample.
Because the solubility of the solvents is quite different in water
(and our system leverages aqueous acceptor phases), namely,
0.54 g L−1 for 1-octanol, 0.14 g L−1 for 1-nonanol, and 0.037 g
L−1 for 1-decanol at 25 °C,39 the ECD backgrounds were
expected to be solvent dependent. As shown in Figure S3a, the
background signal significantly increased for 1-octanol (from
around 0.6 μA up to 120 μA in ECD), and the ECD peak of
diclofenac was stifled under the solvent effect. Because of the
lack/limited conductivity of 1-octanol, the background and the
current levels of dissolved octanol in ECD were supposed to be
low, yet increased in practice, which may indicate the
generation of oxidized species from 1-octanol during the μ-
EME steps under the application of 250 V. In fact, if solvent
solubility were the only responsible factor of the observed
ECD effects, background readouts should have been also
recorded for 1-nonanol on account of its distinct solubility in
water compared to 1-decanol, yet this was not the case. 1-
Nonanol and 1-decanol provided ECD backgrounds com-
parable to that of the background buffer. DPV peak currents
for 1-nonanol exhibited ∼1.4 times more sensitive response
compared with 1-decanol. The extraction recovery (ER%, see
formula in SI) obtained by external calibration was 48% for 1-
nonanol vs 33% for 1-decanol (Figure S3 inset). These results
can be explained by the selectivity of organic solvents, which is
alkyl chain length dependent.33 The higher the polarity of a
particular solvent, the higher is the flux of ionic species. In
these experiments, μ-EME currents changed between 3.5 and 8
μA for 1-octanol, 1.5 and 5.5 μA for 1-nonanol, and 0.5 and 2
μA for 1-decanol. Finally, 1-nonanol was selected for
subsequent studies.
Donor, Acceptor, and Organic Phase Volumes. For

reliable handling, separation, and displacement of the three

Figure 2. (A) DPV curves of (a) direct sensing of blank urine, (b) sensing blank urine after SI − μ-EME, (B) DPV curves of (a) direct sensing of
unprocessed urine spiked with 2.5 mg L−1 of diclofenac, (b) sensing urine spiked with 2.5 mg L−1 of diclofenac after SI − μ-EME, and (C)
magnified view of the baseline normalized DPV curves of (a) direct sensing of unprocessed urine spiked with 2.5 mg L−1 of diclofenac, (b) urine
spiked with 2.5 mg L−1 of diclofenac after SI − μ-EME. Extraction conditions: acceptor solution, 14 μL of 25 mM NaOH; organic solvent; 14 μL of
1-nonanol; donor solution, 14 μL of urine sample; extraction voltage, 250 V; and extraction time, 10 min.
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nonsupported phases through the manifold tubing while
obtaining the highest extraction efficiency, different volumes
of the donor and acceptor phases at a ratio of 1:1 were studied
from 10 to 14 μL (2.2 to 3.1 mm segment length). However,
no significant changes in extraction efficiency (variations down
to 2%) were observed, thereby indicating that the mass transfer
is directly proportional to the donor volume, within the
investigated range, with the electromigration through the
organic barrier as the limiting step of the microextraction
process. μ-EME through selective nonsupported liquid
membranes works best with short plugs (∼2−3 mm) of
aqueous solutions,40 yet extraction recoveries (ERs) are
expected to considerably decrease for donors above 5 mm
long. The volume (length) of the organic phase was also
studied from 10 to 14 μL in terms of stability of phases
through the physical movement of plugs from MPV to the SV
and the tolerance of high electric voltages required for a
successful μ-EME without phase collapse. Given the
observations on repeatability in phase formation with electric
currents down to 8 μA for voltages up to 300 V, 14 μL of 1-
nonanol could fulfill all of the requirements. Therefore, plugs
of 14 μL for all three phases were selected for the subsequent
experiments.
Tubing Materials. The information about this part is

provided in the Supporting Information.
Voltage and Time.With an increase of the applied voltage

in μ-EME, extraction recoveries improved up to 250 V and
then started to decrease (see Figure S4A in the Supporting
Information). Notwithstanding the fact that the electrolysis in
the acceptor phase is not expected to decrease the pH
significantly (maximum production of H+ at 5 μA for 10 min in
14 μL of 25 mM NaOH will be less than 5 mM)41 and thus
will not jeopardize the unidirectional electromigration of
diclofenac, a partial decomposition of the analyte is most likely
occurring at about 300 V. The voltage was finally set to 250 V.
The extraction time was also studied in the range of 0 to 15
min. Mass recoveries increased from 0 to 48% until 10 min and
plateaued afterward (see Figure S4B in the Supporting
Information). An extraction time of 10 min was thus selected
as optimum for all subsequent experiments.
pH Control. In order to modify the pH of the alkaline

acceptor phase for appropriate in-line electrochemical sensing
of the target species, a buffer solution was added to the MPV in
port#4 as shown in Figure 1. Herein, in the first strategy, 9 μL
of 0.2 M acetic acid/acetate buffer at pH 3.75 was aspirated
and dispensed into the electrochemical flow cell through the Y-
shaped connection before performing μ-EME extractions. The
final pH of the mixture of the buffer solution and 9 μL of the
acceptor solution was ∼4 as this is proven the most
appropriate for DPV of diclofenac.36 However, due to the
remaining dead volume in the electrochemical flow cell from
the previous washing step, the buffer was diluted and the
results were not consistent. To obtain reliable results, as an
alternative strategy, the electrochemical flow cell was filled with
95 μL of 0.2 M acetic acid/acetate buffer at the beginning of
the analytical protocol. After flushing the buffer with air to the
waste, a ca. 9 μL buffer was left for mixing with the acceptor
solution afterward.
Investigation of Carry-over Effects. Another vital point

for reliable performance of the fluidic sensing system is to rinse
the acceptor pathway toward the ECD cell so as to avoid any
cross-contamination effect. Our observations signaled that
placing the acceptor phase at the front end of the three phases

with a forward movement toward ECD enables minimum
sample cross-contamination. On the contrary, by applying a
forward−backward movement as previously recommended,20
with the urine sample either at the front end or rear end of the
three plugs, the urine matrix components extracted into the
organic wetting film that remained on the PTFE walls
contaminated the acceptor phase during the motion of the
phases across the μ-EME extraction tube and HC, with the
consequent generation of artifact signals in ECD. The
forward−backward movement was primarily tested with the
aim of fast retrieval of the acceptor phase back to the HC,
wherein it could straightforwardly be mixed with minute
volumes of buffer and brought to the ECD, thus shortening the
total run time by a few minutes.
Removal of the wetting film resulting from the attachment of

the organic solvent on the tubing walls was investigated by
rinsing the flow system with 50 μL of various organic solvents
(acetonitrile, isopropanol, or ethanol) after every individual
run. When acetonitrile was used, μ-EME phases collapsed in
many experiments, which could be a consequence of the
presence of remnants of acetonitrile drops on the walls.
Although phases were stable after isopropanol washing, there
were still some background signals from urine components in
the electrochemical signals. Even after the incorporation of a
stopped-flow method to enable sufficient contact time of
isopropanol with the PTFE walls for dissolution of the wetting
film, artifact signals still occurred (see Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information). On the other hand, the use of 50 μL
ethanol was proven efficient for quantitative in-line removal of
the organic wetting film as demonstrated by a stable baseline
without ECD readout shifts (see Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information).
Based on the previous results, the following experimental

conditions were selected for in-line coupling of SI−μ-EME to
ECD: acceptor solution, 14 μL of 25 mM NaOH; organic
solvent; 14 μL of 1-nonanol; donor solution, 14 μL of
unprocessed urine; extraction voltage, 250 V; and extraction
time, 10 min. Under these conditions, the μ-EME stable
currents increased from 1.5 to 5.5 μA over 10 min of extraction
(see Figure S6 in the Supporting Information).
Method Validation and Analysis of Real Samples.

Under the selected experimental conditions of the SI−μ-
EME−ECD method for urine analysis, the following figures of
merit were estimated: (i) linear dynamic range from 0.5 to 10
mg L−1 in a matrix-match format (see Figure 3A,B), (ii) limit
of detection (LOD) of 0.18 mg L−1 based on the S/N = 3
criterion, (iii) intraday and interday RSD% values of 5.7% (n =
3, 5 mg L−1) and 6.1% (n = 3, 5 mg L−1), respectively, using a
new electrode in each measurement, and (iv) mass recovery of
48 ± 3% (n = 3, 5 mg L−1). The reusability of the SPCEs was
studied through the in-line SI−μ-EME−ECD system at the 1
mg L−1 level. Results indicated that every single electrode
could be re-used up to 5 times with an RSD of 4.8% in ECD
currents, whereupon background issues over the entire
electrochemical window are observed. In some previous SI
configurations, the reusability of the working electrodes was
proven impracticable.42Figure S6 suggests that regardless of
the concentration of diclofenac in urine, μ-EME current
profiles are almost similar; thereby, the urine itself serves as an
ionic strength buffer of the donor phase.
To evaluate the real-life applicability of the SI−μ-EME−

ECD method, three urine samples from volunteers were
analyzed (see Reagents, standard solutions, and real samples
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section in the Supporting Information). The recoveries of
spiked samples at expected concentrations in human urine43

and those used in previous articles44−46 along with RSD% are
listed in the Table 1. The relative recovery percentage (RR%)
was calculated based on the following equation:

= [ ] ×C C CRR% ( )/ 100found real added (1)

in which Cfound is the concentration of the analyte detected
after sample spiking using a matrix-matched calibration graph

performed through μ-EME, Creal is the concentration of the
analyte in the unspiked sample calculated by the matrix-
matched calibration, and Cadded is the spike concentration. The
relative recoveries obtained ranged from 94 to 106%, thereby
corroborating the cleanup efficiency of the automatic system
and the lack of significant matrix effects on the ECD. Herein, it
should be mentioned that the high level of parent diclofenac
existing in the urine sample no. 2 might be due to the
syndrome that the urine provider suffers from.
Table S2 compares the figures of merit of the SI−μ-EME−

ECD method against previous works based on liquid
chromatography (LC) or electrochemistry for sensing
diclofenac in biological matrixes. Because this study merely
serves as a proof of concept of the feasibility of coupling μ-
EME with in-line ECD, there was not any effort to increase the
sensitivity through electrode modification by exploiting
nanotechnology. Notwithstanding this fact, our method still
exhibits comparable linearity and LODs to those of previous
studies exploiting LPME in combination with separation
methods or electrochemical sensing.20,26 The detection time
is short in almost all electrochemical studies like this work (1
min), yet LC needs longer separation times. In terms of
extraction, our method is faster than previously reported
microextraction techniques.26,31,47 Since all steps are carried
out in-line and automatically, the total analysis time (∼30 min)
with an extraction time of 10 min is also shorter compared to
many research articles in which only extraction times are at
least 20 min.26,31,47 In the LPME-ECD couplings reported so
far, there has not been an in-depth evaluation of the sample
cleanup before and after extraction for complex matrices and
on the potentially deleterious effects of organic solvents on the
ECD signals.26,31 Previous EME papers on microfluidics lacked
full automation because of manual impregnation of the
membranes and manual activation of some apparatus while
using lengthy protocols for retrieval of the acceptor phase for
detection.10,48−50 On the contrary, the SI−μ-EME−ECD
method is entirely unattended and requires only a small
volume of samples with comparable extraction recoveries (with
a total analysis time of 30 min) to those of previous articles
incorporating microextraction approaches.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a millifluidic SI-based device for the automation
of μ-EME as a cleanup method was developed as a “front end”
to in-line ECD for the first time. Utilizing the features of flow
analysis, the nonsupported organic phase could be regenerated
in every single measurement and all the analytical procedural
steps including (i) sample loading and handling, (ii) μ-EME
formation and performance, (iii) in-line pH adjustments, (iv)
retrieval of the analyte-laden acceptor phase, (v) in-line
injection toward the electrochemical flow cell, (vi) ECD
analysis, and (vii) removal of sample and wetting film remnants
were carried out fully unsupervised. In addition, analyte/
sample carry-over issues and loss of membrane capacity
described in previous semi-automatic EME procedures could
be circumvented in this configuration. The SI−μ-EME−ECD
method efficiently eliminated matrix effects and selectivity
issues in the electrochemical analysis of real samples like urine.
The proof-of-concept application of our computer-controlled
flow system was demonstrated by the unattended cleanup,
extraction, and detection of diclofenac in urine samples.
Despite previous attempts to integrate EME with in situ ECD,
the major advantage of the SI setup relies upon the minimal

Figure 3. (A) Baseline normalized DPV curves of SI − μ-EME−ECD
of diclofenac concentrations in urine on SPCE ((a) 0, (b) 0.5, (c) 1.0,
(d) 2.5, (e) 5, and (f) 10 mg L−1) and (B) linear range. Extraction
conditions: donor solution, 14 μL of unprocessed urine sample
containing various diclofenac concentrations; acceptor solution, 14 μL
of 25 mM NaOH; extraction solvent, 14 μL of 1-nonanol; extraction
voltage, 250 V; extraction time, 10 min.

Table 1. Automatic Determination of Diclofenac in Urine
Samples by SI−μ-EME−ECD after In-Line Cleanupa

urine
samples

added
(mg L−1)

found
(mg L−1)

RSD (n = 3)
(%)

RR (n = 3)
(%)

1 0 ND
1 0.99 7.2 99.3
2 1.96 8.6 97.9

2 0 1.64 5.8
1 2.65 6.9 101.7
2 3.53 5.0 94.5

3 0 ND
1 1.05 4.5 105.3
2 1.89 5.4 94.5

aND, not detected.
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requirement of all operational solutions that are handled
without user manipulation. Current work is underway in our
research group to extend the coupling of alternative microscale
extraction approaches with ECD to a broad range of analytes
and troublesome matrices.
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